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Figure 1: Sector-relative performance of companies announcing responses to COVID-19, since start-Jan
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Source: Company announcements, JUST Capital, Schroders. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated.

The current consumer attention on companies’ roles in
society – and the gap between “saints” and “sinners” – is
likely to accelerate.
The “inescapable truths” predicted subdued growth and
low inflation against a backdrop of disruption from
populist politics, technology and climate change. How
companies respond to an environment of considerable
change will be critical, and investors will need to be
more agile than ever.
Unlike with the global financial crisis, where scrutiny was
focused on the financial sphere, this crisis is prompting
introspection and scrutiny of corporate behaviour in
general – with consumer sectors facing more scrutiny
than most.
Those behaving responsibly towards their employees or
redirecting capacity to social challenges to support
public relief efforts have outperformed, according to our
research.

Figure 2: Growing frequency of natural disasters

We put together figure 1 to show the equity returns of
companies taking different actions.
While performance is measured relative to sector peers
to adjust for the different pressures facing each sector,
we recognise that many actions may not be a direct
cause of outperformance.
However, the relationship between the responses to
Covid-19 and the equity market’s appraisal of their value
is telling. Those hiring workers, relaxing attendance
policies or offering financial assistance, for example,
have been appraised positively.
We believe those companies with a longer-term outlook
are likely to be those still standing once the crisis has
passed.

Figure 3: Economic policy uncertainty index
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Our Chief Economist and Strategist Keith Wade has

Events such as terrorist attacks, political disruptions,

observed that the economic effects of crises like

natural disasters and other climate risks are coming

pandemics can reverberate for as long as 40 years.

thicker and faster, making so-called “black swan” events
more frequent.
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Their causes may be different, but the business effects
are similar: supply chains are disrupted, movement
slows and demand falters. Compounding the impact,
industry supply chains have become longer, more
diverse and with thinner inventory buffers.

The charts below show that Emerging Asia and Latin
America are the regions most exposed to pandemic
risks, and the sectors most exposed to physical climate
risk are oil & gas producers and electricity.
By combining companies’ geographic exposures with

In many cases companies will be forced to build
“inefficiencies” into their supply chains and operations –
some slack that has periodic value to compensate for its

the risks each country faces, we can assess companies’
exposures to pandemic threats, physical climate risks,
water stresses, and socio-political risks.

structural costliness. In other cases, smarter sourcing
decisions and choices over where operations are located
will help.

Figure 4: Geographic exposure to pandemic risks
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Figure 5: Top and bottom 3 sectors exposed to physical climate risks
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The crisis will place growing pressure on governments to
reverse the policies that have exacerbated growing
inequalities within societies. There is clear evidence that the
current crisis has hit poorer people harder than wealthier

Figure 6: Growing social pressure for political
redirection
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more than a decade, particularly in developed economies.

that have led to political upsets in recent years come under
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We expect health, education, employment and other
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channelling public funds into investment opportunities in
related sectors.
Those impacts are likely to be predominantly sectoral. By
tracking trends in regulation across topics and sectors, we
can help identify companies facing bigger risks. Companies
in the publishing industry, for example, may already face
greater regulatory risk than those in the pharmaceuticals
and packaging sectors. We can see that the latter sectors
may be ripe for regulatory change.
As investors, we can then analyse and question companies
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This crisis may provide the impetus to release that pressure

Figure 7: Annual growth in EU regulation by topic
since 2000
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directly on their exposure and readiness for new regulatory
pressures.
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Figure 8: Growth in regulation by sector since 2000
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As industries such as the restaurant and hospitality sector

Many of those job losses will be transient, but Covid-19 has

ground to a halt during lockdowns, job and wage security

highlighted gaps in employee protection that will receive

have since hit all-time lows. More than 80% of the global

continued scrutiny. An increasing number of workers are in

workforce of 3.3 billion has been affected by full or partial

casual or “gig” economy roles. An absence of basic benefits

workplace closures. Lockdowns are expected to wipe out

such as paid sick leave, healthcare or retirement provision

6.7% of working hours globally in the second quarter of

have become major social concerns.

2020, according to the International Labour Organisation.
That’s equivalent to 195 million full-time workers.

Figure 9: Unionisation and inequality in the US
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We expect the definition and responsibilities of employers
will change as a result, as will the role of trade unions
advocating on workers’ behalf.

Figure 11: Benefits most mentioned by workers via
employee reviews
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inequality rises. Countries, companies and sectors with
higher union representation will likely be better placed to
adapt.
Our proprietary ESG tools include a range of measures to

Figure 12: Average ratings from employee review
sites by sector (top and bottom 3 sectors) (1-5
scale)
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Figure 13: Global trade growth spluttering over
the last decade

Figure 14: Crisis has prompted a “buy local”
response (US)
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Supply chains have forcibly localised during the Covid-19

over-complexity and opaqueness of global supply chains.

outbreak. Many countries have taken steps to secure

Difficult discussions are re-emerging on trade barriers and

domestic food supplies over exports, potentially leading to

border taxes. The US-China trade tensions last year felt

shortages in import-reliant countries. The US

pivotal, but actually accounted for less than a quarter of

pharmaceutical and biotech industry has been exposed as

recent anti-trade measures.

vastly reliant on China for the majority of its key active
pharmaceutical ingredients.

All point towards long-term and structural shifts in global

Post-crisis, companies may begin, once again, to lean on

complex and diverse global value chains. Companies will

their most trusted global partners, whatever their location.

need to build out their choice of suppliers, even if doing so

But the crisis is likely to resurface existing concerns on the

raises costs and reduces efficiency.

supply chains and headwinds to companies reliant on

Figure 15: Top 10 most exposed industries to “trade tension” supply chin risk (indexed scale)
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Consumer products and internet retail sectors are the most

show the pharmaceutical and mining sectors among the

exposed to existing trade tensions in the US, for example.

slowest to pay their suppliers.

On a company level, this allows us to analyse threat to

Companies need to have both visibility and agility in

supply chain disruption of some of our key holdings.

overseeing their supply chains, as well sufficient investment

Similarly, our assessment of supplier payment lead times

in technology systems to help manage their performance.

Digital life has been fast-tracked. The crisis has forced many

currently has a larger market capitalisation than the world’s

corporate leaders to reprioritise remote working and to

seven largest airlines combined (as at 30 June 2020).

strengthen their digital tools in case of future lockdowns or
other disruptions.

The “new tech bubble” also saw a 74% rise in online

Several new opportunities are emerging, both for growing

Consumers have spent around 65% more on video games

categories such as video conferencing and for companies

compared to the same period last year.

purchasing during March 2020, and a rise in gaming.

able to exploit the digital workplaces and channels that
have quickly matured.

Whether these new habits will last depends in a large part

Businesses have become increasingly reliant on global

rushed out, causing potential shortcuts in data security

travel to build relationships, a trend that looks threatened.

protocols. Data security threats are heightened and

Reflecting that shift, video conference provider Zoom

companies may be more vulnerable.

on security. Technology platform launches have been

Figure 16: Business travel has been growing in real terms ($USbn)
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Figure 17: Year on year change in web traffic January to May 2020
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Companies with higher levels of research and development

The different data sources available allow us to paint a risk

compared to their peers are likely to be at the forefront of

management picture of companies across key affected

deploying breakthrough technologies, as suggested in

industries and enable comparisons across peer groups.

figure 18. Businesses taking those steps with a firm handle

Companies that have invested in good data security

on data security and privacy will be at an advantage.

technology and leadership will be the least exposed to fines

The volume of cyber security alerts in figure 19 indicates the

and poor customer experiences.

sectors most affected to date by security issues.
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The Covid-19 crisis has been a structural whirlwind, with the potential to fundamentally transform
how companies interact with their stakeholders for the better over the long term.
Through our proprietary analysis tools, we have the ability to draw upon global trend data and
company data to assess which sectors and companies are likely to emerge less scathed, both from the
crisis and other “black swan” events.
The Covid-19 crisis has highlighted the importance of ESG (environmental, social and governance)
analysis, measurement, and engagement.
And as an active investor, we actively question those we believe are falling short of the everimportant expectations of stakeholders.
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Important information
The views and opinions contained herein are those of
the Sustainable Investment team, and may not
necessarily represent views expressed or reflected in
other Schroders communications, strategies or funds.
This material is intended to be for information
purposes only. The material is not intended as an
offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
financial instrument. The material is not intended to
provide and should not be relied on for accounting,
legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations.
Reliance should not be placed on the views and
information in this document when taking individual
investment and/or strategic decisions.
Past performance is not a guide to future
performance and may not be repeated. The value of
investments and the income from them may go down
as well as up and investors may not get back the
amounts originally invested. All investments involve
risks including the risk of possible loss of principal.
Information herein is believed to be reliable but
Schroders does not warrant its completeness or
accuracy. Some information quoted was obtained
from external sources we consider to be reliable. No
responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact
obtained from third parties, and this data may change
with market conditions. This does not exclude any
duty or liability that Schroders has to its customers
under any regulatory system.

Regions/sectors shown for illustrative purposes only
and should not be viewed as a recommendation to
buy/sell. The opinions in this document include some
forecasted views. We believe we are basing our
expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions
within the bounds of what we currently know.
However, there is no guarantee than any forecasts or
opinions will be realised. These views and opinions
may change. Any data has been sourced by us and is
provided without any warranties of any kind. It should
be independently verified before further publication
or use. Third party data is owned or licenced by the
data provider and may not be reproduced, extracted
or used for any other purpose without the data
provider’s consent. Neither we, nor the data provider,
will have any liability in connection with the third
party data.
To the extent that you are in North America, this
content is issued by Schroder Investment
Management North America Inc., an indirect wholly
owned subsidiary of Schroders plc and SEC registered
adviser providing asset management products and
services to clients in the US and Canada. For
distributing in the UK, this content is issued by
Schroder Investment Management Limited, 1 London
Wall Place, London, EC2Y 5AU. Registered No.
1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. For your security,
communications may be taped or monitored.
RI000040.
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